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• SUBSCRIBE NOW to Douglas Clegg News at 

DouglasClegg.com/newsletter (Get free 

ebooks, screensavers, regular updates 

from Doug, contests & more.) 

 

• SEND friends to DouglasClegg.com/zombie 

to get this ebook (for a limited time only.) 

 

• CHECK OUT DouglasClegg.com and 

GlennChadbourne.com to discover more 

about the author and the illustrator. 
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Copyright & Permissions 
The Saddest Little Zombie is copyright 2005, 2010 Douglas 
Clegg 

All illustrations are copyright 2005, 2010 Glenn Chadbourne 

All rights reserved, used here with permission.  

This ebook is not to be resold.  For further permissions, contact 
the author/publisher at dclegg@douglasclegg.com 

 

A note about this ebook:  

You do not have permission to reformat, change or alter this 
ebook in any way, shape or form.  

This ebook is not set up to be printed out.  

Send this ebook to all your friends who might appreciate an 
offbeat yuletide tale, or link to it at DouglasClegg.com/zombie/ 
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This Ebook is Rated Z* 
* People who like zombies, and don't take everything literally or 
too seriously. Appreciators of the weird tale, an extra gold star 
to you. Fans of Douglas Clegg & Glenn Chadbourne a major 
plus. No one under the mental age of 203 allowed. Turn off your 
cell phones. Send the crying babies into the lobby. Pass me the 
Gummy Bears (see the subplot of best friend Steve in the story 
for further information regarding this reference.) 

Thanks to Glenn & Sheila Chadbourne, Raul Silva, and 
DifferenceGames.com.  

Some images and text for The Saddest Little Zombie have not 
been included here for various reasons. They may be included in 
subsequent editions. 
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Note on Text, Illustration, Ebook, etc. 
In 2004-2005, Doug wrote an early draft of this tale. From this, 
Glenn created more than 40 pen-and-ink illustrations. Then, in 
2010, a dozen or so of these illustrations had color added for the 
online game of The Saddest Little Zombie.  

Three of the colorized illustrations from the game are included 
in this ebook, but not in the main text of the story -- in order to 
preserve the original look of Glenn Chadbourne's pen-and-ink 
drawings.  

Interested in further rights of this story or characters in this tale? 
Contact Doug at DClegg@DouglasClegg.com 

Want to find out how to get Glenn's art? Email Glenn at 
g.chadborn@roadrunner.com 

This ebook is put together on the fly. It's free, so no whining. It 
is not currently being made available in formats other than 
Adobe Acrobat PDF. This is to preserve subsequent rights sales 
for author and illustrator. 
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  Note from Douglas Clegg: 

Dear Reader, 

Beware.  

 Read no further. 

 The Saddest Little Zombie is a picture book that should never have 
seen the light of day.  

 Except for the bizarre and beautiful illustrations by Glenn 
Chadbourne. Those are worth every strange rhyme in this ebook. 

 This tale is macabre, even morbid, and a completely inappropriate 
gift for Christmas. If you take yourself too seriously, you will stare 
incomprehensibly at this ebook. 

 Not for kids. Not for adults. No idea who's left. 

 Definitely not for the squeamish. Or the old at heart. 

 Additionally, the rhymes are as forced as a size 13 foot in a size 3 
shoe.  

 As forced as a six foot three corpse in a four foot two coffin. 

 And then some. 
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 It has no redeeming value. It will not make you smart. It is not 
fashionable. It is both creepy and light-hearted and full of empty 
calories.  

 It's offensive, no doubt, to more than one religious belief.  

 As far as Christmas goes, this story attacks the idea of the 
commercialization of Christmas. Once you've read it, remember 
Tomby's Store, Tommy Tommy's memories of past gifts -- and even the 
infamous Gummy Bears incident.  

 There is a touch of Les Miserables in the transmogrifying fate of 
best friend Steve. In fact this is a Tale of Transmogrification. 

 Then, the economic import of the story weighs in. If there is a 
moral, it's that Christmas as a public holiday has become all-consuming, 
as it were. 

 I think voodoo gets the short end of the stick here. So does anyone 
from the French town of Loudun -- chosen, both because of the rhyme 
and Aldous Huxley's The Devils of Loudun.  

 In fact, the expediency of rhyme throughout this story took 
precedence over logic. As you will see. 

 Apologies to Huxley's descendants and all current residents of 
Loudun and -- of course -- to Voodoo Queens (see below.)  

 No offense is intended, particularly to Voodoo Queens but when 
you bring zombies, voodoo and Christmas together, sometimes, it just 
happens. No apologies to Uncle Gobbet, Myrnabel or the candyman. 

 Hey, at least I didn't go after Santa. 
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 Politically -- and socio-politically and even geo-politically -- the 
rich destroy the poor in this story, but then, the poor also destroy the 
rich. The middle class is all but annihilated. 

 There is class warfare.  

 And matricide, patricide and other various and sundry cides.  

 In fact, it's right out of Euripedes, come to think of it.  

 The Saddest Little Zombie is -- without a doubt -- the nastiest tale 
of tender-hearted boyhood longing you will ever read. I hope. 

 It's all meant in good, clean fun. 

 With beautiful illustrations from Glenn Chadbourne. 

 I understand this boy zombie -- his search for meaning during the 
holidays. Well, meaning and brains.  Like the Scarecrow in The Wizard 
of Oz, zombies everywhere just want brains -- and who doesn't, in one 
way or another? 

 We all could use a bit more gray matter. 

 For a few more ebooks and other extra-crunchy treats, drop by 
http://DouglasClegg.com/newsletter  

 Here's a rhyme from Glenn, which he wrote on the launch of this 
ebook.  

 I think it's a good introduction to The Saddest Little Zombie. 

 "A tale sure to tickle to tantle and please,  

        For zombies and beasties on this Christmas Eve. 

  It's Yuletime meets ghoultime and all through the night, 

http://douglasclegg.com/newsletter�
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 The creatures are stirring with jolly good fright." 

 This is the third tale of mine that Glenn Chadbourne has illustrated 
in full. Check out the others: Neverland and Isis. 

 Best, 

 

P.S. -- cool picture of artist Glenn Chadbourne with super-dog, Rocket. 
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THE SADDEST LITTLE ZOMBIE 

By Douglas Clegg 

Illustrated by Glenn Chadbourne 

 

This story is dedicated to little zombies everywhere, 

as they hunt down the holiday spirit. 
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 In the odd little village of Abercrombie 

                                A boy came from the grave. 
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He was the saddest little zombie. 

His name was Tommy Tommy Tomby. 
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He once was like other boys you see, 

Until a stew-bone took him. 

 

 
His mother wept for hours as she 

Shook him, 

Shook him, 

Shook him. 

Out popped that dreadful bone-of-stew, 

She choked the life out of him, too. 
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Buried out behind the church, his neck all mashed and broken. 

His Uncle Gobbet said, too loud,  "The boy was so soft-spoken... 

    I miss my nephew very much - 

              And wish he hadn’t choken.” 
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But Tommy rose one Christmas Eve  

   When summoned  back to life.                           

          

A French Voodoo Queen chose his grave 

        To sharpen up her knife. 

  

When she intoned the ritual,  

  The Hand of Glory quivered! 

The earth shook,  

The grave trembled, 

 

          And Tommy was delivered! 
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He clapped his hands  -- he stomped his feet -- 

    Oh, what a celebration! 

He grabbed the blade and stabbed her deep -- 

    (the cause: Zombification, 

Which will turn an ordinary boy  

         into Abomination.) 
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And then, without quite knowing why, 

He ate her skin-crust 

Just like pie. 
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  Tommy straggled at the first -- 

          He fumbled, fell and flipped!  

His neck was sore, his eyes were dark,  

His suit was torn and ripped. 

 Sad was he -- and hungry, as well, 

 Hungry as a zombie, risen from hell 

     Hungry as a ghoul fresh from the grave -- 

           But Tommy Tommy Tomby wished to behave. 
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Because he remained a good boy at heart 

 He resolved not to eat anyone who was smart, 

    Nor would he chow down on a doctor or nurse 

    Or a generous lady who opened her purse. 

 

 Tommy's thoughts made him feel extremely brow-beaten. 

   He asked, "Am I all about 'eat or be eaten'? 

Why, it's Christmas Eve night! Not a time to feel down." 

   He longed to be home, way back in town. 

 

(Yes, he still had a heart, though some may deny it 

Or say, "Well, really, how did he come by it? 

Was his heart someone else's -- you know who we mean -- 

From the French town of Loudun -- that dead Voodoo Queen?") 
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Then, off home Tommy shambled -- to the family store 

His sister was first to answer the door. 
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"This can't be!" she cried out, as she unlatched the chain. 

(Rushing in, he could smell the strong scent of her brain.) 

He cried, “Myrnabel, sister,  I awoke from a dream!" 

  

Then he wrapped his 
arms ‘round her and 
squeezed out a scream.  

    

“Why, why, why?” 
Myrna gasped -- out of 
breath -- as she fell. 

(That was the last word 
of sweet Myrnabel.) 

 

 

 

But all of that racket woke up his mama-- 

She stomped in the room, shouting, “What’s all this drama?” 
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And Myrnabel, dead -- like some wolf had got ‘er, 

"Oh no," cried his mother, 

“That can't be my daughter!" 

     His mother screeched, and then she wailed, 

        She dialed 9-1-1, but the dial tone failed. 

              Tommy scraped her flesh clean off  the bone -- 

And then hung up the telephone. 
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 Suddenly, in charged his dad! 

Tom attacked with a vengeance -- but felt really bad -- 

He and his dad never quite got along. 

His dad would say, “I’m right, your wrong. 

Do as I say, not as I do,” 

                His dad sometimes ignored him, too! 
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And to top it all off, his dad found him dull. 

  (Except when Tommy cracked his skull, 

  And then there was no lengthy reprimand, 

Like, “Put those brains right back where you found them, young 
man!")
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Now, lest you think him  a sociopath 

Tommy felt so bad he took a bath. 

(And there was nothing he hated more than a bath 

    Unless it was a honking laugh.) 

 
While in the bath, he tried to scrub 

 Necrotic tissue, against the tub. 

 Tommy lost a few teeth when he had to cough, 

 And when he sneezed, his nose blew off! 
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While he soaked, he recalled each holiday past 

 And wondered if this one would be the last. 

   He remembered many a Christmas eve  

When he was young, with best friend Steve, 

 They opened presents and ran amok 

  Through town, with toys of train and truck, 

 Hurling snowballs from their snowy fort -- 

 Ah, Tommy wished he was not le mort. 

 (He had taken French in grammar school, 

 But never thought he’d be le ghul.) 
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With snow a-fallin’ in the village 

He pulled on trousers and sweater -- and went to pillage. 

 

In the park he met a girl named Audrine. 

 Her eyes popped out as she shouted, “Obscene!  

   You’re dead, you’re gone, you can’t be walkin'!” 

He said, “Audrine, quit your squawkin'!    

Death is just a little sleep.”  

But still, she watched him like a creep.
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 He chased her up the monkey bars 

But down she fell and got some scars – 

And Tommy, sitting there below, 

Consumed with a hunger that zombies know.    

 
I cannot tell everything that happened 

   For the snow was fallin’ and his jaws were snappin’. 

   All I can say, from what I’ve seen, 

   Is that little was left of little Audrine.  
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At the candy store, he found best friend Steve 

 Hiding gummy bears right up his sleeve. 

 When Tommy ran in to say hello,  

 Steve dropped all the gummys and turned to go -- 

   The candyman fainted dead at the door -- 

 Tommy lapped up his blood from the shiny floor. 

 
  Steve lost his mind watching Tommy drink 

 Though Tommy tried to pull him back from the brink.  
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(Steve's now in a jacket in a padded room,  

 Where he feels quite safe, like a corpse in a tomb, 

 Like a fish in a bucket that nobody hooked, 

 Or a morsel of zombie-food that was overlooked.) 

 

And all of this made 

Tommy Tommy quite sad, 

He was the saddest little zombie 

Abercrombie ever had. 
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He was sadder than the man who had no shoes 

Sadder than the drunk fresh out of booze 

   Sadder than the lady who cried for her cat 

   Sadder than the ratter who caught no rat. 

(Though the rats were happy they escaped such a death, 

They gathered ‘round dancing in the ghost of Tommy’s breath.) 

  Sadder than the kids who got no Christmas cheer 

  He was the saddest little zombie 

  In a sad time of year.  
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For Christmas time was meant to be the brightest of the seasons, 

   But many were the lonely ones  

(And some for quite good reasons.) 

 

 Tommy plopped in the snow with the bones of his dinner, 

  And wondered how could it be that he kept getting thinner? 

  And why did the bum run away down the track? 

 And why did he save Audrine’s heart for a snack? 

  And why did Steve go insane upon sight? 

 And why did the candyman taste of delight? 

 And why -- when he thought of his sister’s last question -- 

 Did the memory of it give such indigestion? 

  (You may recall she asked him, “Why?” 

 And the whys of the world nearly made him cry.) 

  And why did he feel so alone and so small? 

 If there was good in the world, why zombies at all? 

  What purpose? What meaning?  

 (He pondered these things.) 
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    Why rise up from the dead without angel wings? 

Was mankind just meat -- for the ghoul-- to be caught? 

 Was Christmas just something you went out and bought? 

And why couldn't he have slept until doom? 

Who woke him up from his rest in the tomb? 

    “I blame the voodoo!” he suddenly shout-ed, 

 “I shouldn't be moving -- there’s no doubt about it! 

    The dead can’t be walking! It’s not part of nature! 

 It's that Voodoo Queen's fault, and I hate hate hate hate her!"   

His dread turned to ire 

      His sadness to furor 

 If he hadn’t eaten the priestess 

    He’d have wanted to cure her, 

 And tell her that raising the dead from the ground 

       Was not something done lightly -- 

                   It was too profound. 
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 “I want Christmas again! With an evergreen tree, 

 And round it, some presents --at least two or three.” 

   He thought of the dead ones all resting in peace, 

          Under the dirt in the cemeteries. 

 
As Tommy sat in the ice and the snow 

 His brains stopped leaking, and he started to know 

 Exactly what thoughts those he’d eaten had had, 

 Whether Myrnabel, priestess, his mama or dad. 

  He sifted their memories, tasted their past, 

 ‘Til the secret of 'Zombie' came to him -- at last. 
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“Oh joy to the world!” he shouted and wept, 

 “Peace on earth and good will! For the dead, they have slept, 

 But now I’ll awake them!” he said with elation. 

 “I gobbled the secret of zombification!" 

 
 So back to the boneyard, he shambled so free 

 And found the fresh graves of those killed on Route Three, 

 When a bus hit a truck, 

 Hit a car, hit a tree trunk, 

 Hit a little old lady out walking her skunk. 
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 (You’ll be happy to know that the skunk did survive 

 And ran off in the woods and may still be alive.) 

 And those who had died of old age and some young, 

Those who were murdered, including the hung, 

  (It should’ve been “hanged,” 

  Though Tom wasn't quite certain) 

 And he found a kid who had died in a curtain, 

 And a man of fifty who stepped off a curb, 

 And a college girl who’d been quite disturbed. 

 And the old man who died at one hundred and seven, 

 Would now be recalled from his rest up in heaven, 
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And a girl who had fallen from such a great height 

That her limbs were quite mangled -- it was such a sight. 

 
Tommy brought up the memories of one he had chewed on 

 (That same Voodoo Queen, from the French town of Loudun.) 

He said all the spells and performed every rite -- 

And then, through the snow, that Christmas eve night... 
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Up rose the dead 

 By the tens and the dozens, 

 Among them, Tom greeted most of his cousins -- 

 The ones who were older and died of miasma 

 It was quite a vision, such a fantasma – 

  Some lost their minds, some could barely remember -- 

 What was the year? Was it December? 

 Was this heaven? Was this below? 

 They breathed in crisp air and feather-light snow. 
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Grins spread upon faces as appetites grew, 

 And Tommy told all  (at least, all he knew.) 

 And how they could eat what they wanted to  -- now, 

 And play with their food 

 And cause quite a row. 

 
 He led a parade down Main Street pre-dawn 

 With the rats and the vermin all prancing along. 
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 Now, I wasn’t there, so I’m not sure of all 

 But I think those zombies had quite a ball. 

  
 Some went to houses and lay under the trees 

 Like gifts that you’d never want -- ever -- to see.  
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And others, in diners, dined on the chefs, 

 But some were less piggy, and on their plates left 

 A bone and some gristle, no need to have greed. 

 There were plenty of townsfolk on which to feed. 
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The innards were gobbled 

The outtards were savored 

The ugly were basted, 

The pretty were flavored. 

It was zombie heaven -- a party, a blast -- 

And Tommy T. Tomby felt happy, at last. 

For he had made friends, and found true family 

Among the undead of the graveyard debris. 
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The sun made them sleepy, as it rose in the skies, 

 But Tommy had one more zombie surprise. 

His dear Uncle Gobbet, a bachelor for life -- 

 Never found anyone good enough for a wife 

 Nor ever felt need to share his estate -- 

 The truth of it: he never had but one date. 

 (And that date -- mon dieu! -- was a terribly rude ‘un -- 

None other than the French Voodoo priestess from Loudun.) 

 

 Gobbet startled awake in the still-darkling hour, 

 The racket outside made him bitter and sour.  

 He glanced out the window, mad thoughts in his head, 

And below him his nephew – and a choir of undead. 
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  Tommy led the chorus in carols of hell 

 “Don’t Rest You Scary Gentlemen,” and “The Last Noel,” 

     And other perversions of Christmas refrain, 

 Like “Away in a Graveyard,” and “Santa’s Insane,”  

And “Hark the Herald Zombies Will Gobble Your Brain.” 
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Gobbet was shocked way down to his toes  

He ran to check locks, and all the win-dows. 

 When he got to the door, Tommy’d just broken in 

 And the choir of zombies was making their din. 

 
They sang of the dead and of things they had known 

 When buried below, when boxed all alone. 
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Uncle Gobbet kept guns for just such an intrusion, 

 He drew one from the bookshelf, in the confusion. 

 
Then upstairs he bounded, to medicine chest, 

And grabbed all his pain pills -- to give him some rest. 

  Then he raced to the basement -- a good place for hiding. 

Which is where Tommy found him and told him, “Good tidings! 

 We're here to bring joy to the earth and good will -- 

Now put down that pistol, don’t swallow that pill.” 
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“But you will devour me -- and if not you, your friends!”  

Uncle Gobbet cried out.  Tommy said, “That depends. 

 We’ve scoured the village, we gobbled our fill, 

 Now please, put down that pistol, don’t swallow that pill. 

 I’ll say it again if I must, my dear Unc.” 

 

   And that's when Gob smelled just how bad Tommy stunk. 
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Gobbet pinched at his nose to block out the stench, 

 It made Tommy angry, it threw in a wrench. 

 Then, Tommy sang out with true zombie spirit -- 

 He caroled the loudest, so angels could hear it. 

 

 

He sang of the bones and 
the meat of the feast, 

 He sang of the zombies 
who lived in the east. 

 He caroled and tolled the 
undead Christmas cheer --  

But his uncle had covered 
his only good ear. 
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Tommy and friends built a tree out of bones 

 And brought presents of hearts and livers and scones 

 (Made of one part flour, and one part duodenum)  

While Gobbet drank down a big glass of laudanum.
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Finally, Tommy no longer held back -- 

 He grabbed Gobbet's collar, and called the attack, 

 “On Gretel, on Davy, on old Mr. Hacket, 

 Come on Mrs. Jones, tear off his jacket,  

 And you, Crazy Holly, scrape off his scalp, 

 And Mr. McCurdy, here, pitch in and halp!  

 His brains are quite good, and his blood's full of iron, 

 Save just a wee bit for my poor cousin Myron.”    

They tore Uncle Gobbet, devouring each limb, 

The vermin got tidbits, but left, on a whim. 
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And each wonderful ghoul in old Abercrombie 

Had the very best Christmas then known to a zombie. 

 
 Then, away from the village, through brightening gloom, 

 The parade of undead returned to the tomb. 
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They found their abodes, whether grave, mausoleum, 

  Whether pine box or walnut, Tom wept just to see’em.   

 

As he lay in his grave and waited for rest, 

 Tommy thought that this Christmas was one of the best.   
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You may think him a monster, or consider him creepy, 

 But down in his coffin,  he was just getting sleepy. 

 

 
And as off he drifted in dreams of the dead -- 

 With dirt both over and under his head -- 

 A faint little whisper, you could just barely hear it, 

Came from his lips, “I have found Christmas spirit. 
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 It’s not in the taking or the evergreen tree 

 It’s not in the gifts or what someone gives me, 

 It's the joy of the season -- it cannot be beaten, 

For the rule of the world may be ‘eat, or be eaten’. 

 And the sting of death may be like a wasp nest, 

 But raising the dead for Christmas is best. 

 The world’s full of graveyards, and I've no objection 

 To help every corpse with its first resurrection.” 

  As he drifted in dreams of skulls and of femurs 

 And poisonous snakes and cannibal lemurs, 

 He thought of those zombies that he would help rise up, 

 Then, Tommy T. Tomby closed both of his eyes up. 

 

And so, we leave Tommy, asleep in the earth, 

 With vermin all cozy, awaiting night’s birth, 

 And the lesson he taught us, which cannot be forgotten, 

 Is: don’t raise up zombies all scraggly and rotten, 

 Or a strange little boy, with bones thrust from his flesh, 
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 With a blistering scalp – and  nothing quite fresh -- 

 May come to your door Christmas eve and sing songs 

 Of the dead, and of life’s many sorrows and wrongs. 

 And he and his friends may gobble you up 

 With a snap and a snarfle and a growling garrup. 

    

Oh, but sometimes, at Christmas in old Abercrombie 

 You can still hear the singing of Tommy Tommy Tomby. 
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A Christmas Card for You 
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Further Reading 
Glenn Chadbourne's illustrations are also in these two books by 

Douglas Clegg. Don't miss 'em. 

 
Click here to get your copy of Neverland by Douglas Clegg 

 
Click here to get your copy of Isis by Douglas Clegg 
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About Douglas Clegg News & Why You'd Want It 
 

Did you know that you can get other free ebooks, screensavers & more 
from Douglas Clegg? 

Just subscribe to Douglas Clegg's free newsletter here: 

http://DouglasClegg.com/newsletter/ 

When you subscribe, you may be eligible for current and future contests 
from DouglasClegg.com  -- 

• Past contests have given out Kindles, Nooks, deluxe book editions, 
books, gift certificates & more. There may be a contest running 
right now -- go check it out. 
 

• When you subscribe, you gain access to the secret V.I.P. Members 
website area, with the free ebook The Dark Game, and even 
extended excerpts from Neverland and Isis. 
 

• Douglas Clegg News has been running since early 1999, one of the 
longest-running author-generated newsletters on the internet. 
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GET SOME GLENN CHADBOURNE ART 
Want to find out more about Glenn Chadbourne's art?  

Want to commission a piece? Want to buy a favorite original or print? 
Find what you need here: 

http://glennchadbourne.com/store.html 

Or email Glenn at: 

g.chadborn@roadrunner.com 
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AUTHOR BIO: 

Douglas Clegg is the award-winning author of more than 20 
novels. This rhymin' Christmas tale is so unlike his other works, 
he wonders if he was possessed when he wrote it. He lives in 
New England with his husband, Raul. 

They have a small menagerie of animals, all rescues. Public 
Service Announcement: Go to the pound, shelter or animal 
rescue group for your next pet. They're the best.  

He wants you to check out his other books -- particularly Isis, 
Neverland, Afterlife, Purity and…all the others at 
http://DouglasClegg.com/books 

 

ARTIST BIO: 

Glenn Chadbourne is a freelance artist specializing in the 
horror/dark fantasy genre.  His artwork has appeared in over 
fifty books as well as numerous comics and magazines.   

Glenn's trademark pen and ink illustrations have accompanied 
the written works of today's most popular authors including 
Stephen King, Douglas Clegg, Joe Lansdale, Rick Hautala and 
many others.   

He lives in Newcastle, Maine with his wife, Sheila and their pug 
dog Rocket. His website: http://GlennChadbourne.com 
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